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Editor: Simon Kim

Introduction: Marvin Tate

I once asked a student in my PNAP class what freedom meant to 
him, and his response was, “To be at peace with the present.” I couldn’t 
fathom that feeling from within which he spoke. It wasn’t my reality. 
Most of these men are serving life without the possibility of parole. It is 
here, where they will create new friendships and family, and eventually 
die. These are their poems, written from their point of view. Some of 
the poems might be what you would expect from a person with a long 
prison sentence, but then there are those that scream silently to be 
heard by a larger audience. The poems live a dual life — as great liter-
ature and as audio candy, when heard and performed. These are their 
poems, written with little intervention on my behalf. While teaching 
this class I quickly realized that my goal would be that of a facilitator, 
to arm students with a better understanding of poetry/spoken word, 
to broaden their world, and to add a few more tricks to their already 
brilliant poetic journey. Enjoy.
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Jury Duty
by Marvin Tate 

Jurors: Should we let him live
 should we let’em die,
 should we let’em play in the NBA
 should we let’em sign on the dotted line
 should we, should we?

Juror number 1: but he never knew his mommy
  and he never met his daddy.
Juror number 2: No he never knew his mommy 
  and he never met his daddy.

Jurors in huddle humming, contemplating 
Ah hum, ooooooooooooo
Ah hum. ooooooooooooo
Ah hum, oooooooooooooo
Ahhummmmmmmmmmmm

Public Defender: Your honor, people of the court
  Greg Williams is not a killah,
  he, he may not be a choir boy
  or, or (interrupted by slightly annoyed supporters
  of Greg Williams by his incompetence) someone you 
   might trust with
  with mon, money. (Lawyer straightens tie, clears throat 
   to appear more
  credible) But there’s one thang I know fo’sho, Greg 
   Williams did not pull that trigguh
 call him a victim of circumstances
 a victim of environmental-stances
 nevertheless a victim of historical injustices
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 there’s one thang we want to make certain
 we don’t want to mix Mr. William’s past
 with his potential future (fades into black)

Juror number 1: But he never knew his mommy
  and he never met his daddy.
Juror number 2: No he never knew his mommy 
  and he never met his daddy.

In the distance you hear the Judge’s hammer come down,
the collective sigh of disappointment from his family and supporters
the verdict: Mr. Williams is found guilty

Supporter mumbles to himself as Mr.Williams is led away in 
 handcuffs: boy got’tah nice suit on…
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In Mind’s Eye 
by Dorado

In mind’s eye your flower is not withered.
Your petals are delicate and soft to the touch. 

Silky smooth texture envelops your structure.
Sweet, appetizing, vanilla aroma rouses my hunger.

Crowned with a headdress of vines,
You flourish in the garden of your youth.

You sprout from memory’s womb,
To bathe in the sun.

You drink from the endless river of time,
But may we never meet again;

Lest your stem is cut and your beauty fade.
In mind’s eye, your bloom is preserved.
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What’s Wrong 
by Seneca U.S.

Why did Mom struggle so much
 Why did Dad argue so much
 Was it all my fault
 Was it the welfare checks
 Was it the SSI checks
 Why they come so late
 Why Dad in the Dope line 
 Why Mom in the Crack line
 Is the pain flatline
 Why can’t they get a blessing
 I thought I was they blessing
 Don’t they know I can succeed
 I go hard for them
 Everything I do is for them
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Right to Die Right to Love 
by A. M. Spaulding

THE SMEARED NOTE SAID TEN GRAND TO EACH KID.
WIFE GETS SHIT FOR THE SHIT SHE DID,
WHILE MY AMBITIONS TOOK BACK SEATS
TO QUENCHED BELLIES. 
B.O.B WAS ON HIS JOB!
I BLOWED IT!
SHE BLOWED HIM; AND THEM.
MASOCHISTIC CULPRITS.
THE MUTHA FUCKERS THAT TOOK WHAT WAS MINE
THEN DROPPED A DIME
BEFORE I COULD SPILL MY GUTS.
NOW I’M CUFFED UP
IN THE AMBULANCE TRUCK LIKE A FERAL HOG
WITH HIS NUTS CHOPPED.
STOPPED; SHORT OF SHOWING SPECIAL LOVE.

LOVE ETERNAL
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Transcending 
by Kevin Lundy 

Exiting in the dull gray cage I scratch away at 40 years of pain, 
desperate but appreciative for an extra inch of space. 

My mind imprisoned by stubborn thoughts and ignorance, 
craving higher learning to escape prison and dwell in a new 
form of existence.

A mind unrestricted hitchhiking on the slightest breeze, taking me 
out of hell, to anywhere I wanna be. 

Any physical woes remain subordinate to my mind, while trapped 
under the oppressive retributive weight of time. 

As I dismiss my feelings of despair my mind will escape every day 
to a desired place, until my body meets it there.
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Psycho 
by A.D. Patterson

Psycho Loco! chose me
a downright dastardly nigga
and a suburban commando
green manicured bush bougie nigga
a tortured soul
and I ain’t got no rhythm in my soul
you wave your hands this way
I wave mine that way, off beat
screaming Hip Hip Hooray-Hoooe-Hey
a filthy forefinger having nigga
must have chickenpox cuz he always
scratchin’ and pickin’ at it
call me mistaken identity 
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Parole in the Afterlife 
by Patrick Pursley, AKA Bilal Shakur

 Natural life with No Parole
 make money off my black ass
 Till I go —
 Stuck on 23 & 1 —
 2 yards a week, I might see the Sun —
 To my peeps I’m just a bill —
 Collect calls commissary & visits
 to the ville —
 Talked to like a mark every
 where I go —
 I’m tired of this shit,
 22 years of my life out the door —
 Box compliance —
 Niggas have no defiance —
 Nitpick me to death with
 petty rules —
 But when I say what’s up
 with my rights? I’m the fool —
 Soy, radium, malnourish
 what’s the answer? —
 Sit here till I develop Cancer —
 Ain’t no such thang as healthcare —
 Fade on out till I’m out of here —
 or go to 10 gallery then jump —
 right in front of the officer
 FUCK U! Now clean this up!!! 
 Natural life —
 I’ll make parole in the Afterlife
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Gambler’s Remorse 
by Devon Kenon

Whisper me a secret lyric
grind the melody in my bone
let the wind from the sax scatter the ash

Winner’s prize and a loser’s grip
empty me with tease o’ sleaze
emotions in debt
ain’t no play left 

I dropped a tear in the coin slot

Gambled it away on games
did you make or break the rule
we both played but you cashed out
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Right to Die Sick 
by J. Luna

Sick and tired, tired and sick
Drugs, Drink Hard Living
Taking a toll on my body
Once Alive and vibrant now ravaged and worn
A prisoner to this frail shell
Bone on Bone too painful to stand
Bed sores and raw bloody flesh dictates sleep
Defenseless and weak
Mind Sharp body in decay 
Needing help for things so basic
Unable to wipe my ass and wash my back
Suffering and stinking in pride
Relationships change respect turned to pity
All Dignity Gone, time to die
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Why I Matter… 
by Michael Johnson

     March 28th, 2015

 Lost Royalty, a Stolen Legacy — no Remembrance of Home. 
Kings and Queens captive within the walls of a Foreign Sovereign.
The Slave Trade indoctrinated the Nigga Mind.
Unbroken, even as my very humanity goes ignored. 
 Still I Stand, pushed Onward and Mastered Survival.
Red, White, and Blue projects to the World a Free and United States.
Where Citizens are bound to the Flag of a Nation where 
We’ve learned that White means Superiority.
So Red and Blue Rags replaced Freedom as the Battle Cry.
 We became a Nation broken, and spiraled into Perpetual Genocide.
Awakened and Fighting for Civil Rights.
An Ordered Extermination of All Minds they couldn’t Control. 
In the Mirror of History, the Reflection I see is Me.
Black is Endurance
 Black is Beauty
Black is Beautiful

     Black Lives Matter!
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The Substance of Life 
by Willie 

Is more than a question mark of thoughts, or the price of store 
brought wine. Let’s call it a profound state of mind. When You and 
that Special Woman become one and join and combine; creating that 
perfect seed; bringing into existence, The Substance of Life.

    The Substance of Life

Is more than a fairy tale; it’s like when You catch that case and 
cannot make bail. When all your hopes and dreams are destroyed 
and shot to hell. 

    The Substance of Life 

Is that overwhelming feeling that hits You, when You’re locked up in 
jail. And Your Family REALIZE that this may be Your NEW HOME; 
because; You’re not built to tell.

    The Substance of Life

Is when after all these damn years; I’ve come to understand the pain; 
I’ve caused to all those that; I truly love and care about too proud to; 
break down or bend; My highest goal is to become Free once again!
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Lost in Time 
by Yastn Abdul Shakur

Too much talent
   wasted too soon.

Too many bright stars,
futures
frozen behind prison walls
doing time when livin’ life was already hard.

Too many brothers populatin’ penitentiary yards
with too much time

leaving too many scars.
Too many families
 torn too far apart
like broken bottles, 
scattered too many shards. 

My people look at who’s dyn’ on them streets by
the hundreds every year. Look at the communities crumblin’
 controlled by fear actin’ like the bunch of savages slavemasters
envisioned when they first brought us here
 how clear!

How clear is our message
that human life holds no value
and the things that we really cherish are just valued. 
Our phony false sense of pride
So called “delegates”
 representing the North, West, South, and East sides.
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Callin’ them streets our homes
Too busy reppin’ a set and dyin’ over blocks that
we’ll neva’ even own!

I’m too tired to continue to live
To bear witness to the killings of too many kids 
Too many tragedies
 and too many bids
Too many dyin’ and not enough of us to live.

Deep down within the confines of my mind I see
what may never be.
A unified nation with black faces representing
the accomplishments of universal equality.
These tears
I waste weepin’
for the ones alive
that’re still sleepin’
buried inside the prisons of their minds 
Held captives,
Free, just lost in time...
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Revolutionary Senior Citizen in the Belly of the Beast  
by Cedric X Cal

 A soldier ready for war.
Fought for these devils in Vietnam.
Saw death in every form. 
A witness to global domination.
 Capitalize off his training.
Taught urban warfare to dry bones.
Military styled up but lost his discipline.
Delilah robbed him of his strength. 
Addicted to her savage ways.
 Strayed from Asia and was lost in the wilderness.
He was a lion caged. 
A 13th Amendment slave.
Beaten down by time,
Segregation, and health complication.
 The fire in his eyes began to dim
He lost his lion’s grip.
Once feared and respected.
Now people look at him with pity.
A walking mausoleum of the
 Black Liberation Army and Panther Party.
Looking for assisted living.
Conditions of Parole
 Was a mercy kill
Released back to the wild.
 A soul survivor.
Who couldn’t get his mouth out
Of his enemy’s kitchen. 
Poisonous foods, water, and vaccinations.
Usurpers of revolutionaries. 
 A colonel’s last stand.
A battle with cancer. 
No healthcare plan.
A martyr for ungrateful
Black zombies.
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The Skiff 
by Dorado

You are a flowing river,
A taker, not much of a giver;

Flowing through the banks of time
Sand dunes and grime.

Driftwood through the bow.
It’s over now.

Just another tributary.
Sinking. Sinking. Stationary.

Your own level or someone like it up ahead. 
Marooned on a dry river bed. 
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Play on Player 
by Henry T. Lovett

Wholeheartedly and with sincerity do I make a prayer.
So please keep your utter rejection, because I am not a player.
But to the ballers, players, and world wide macks,
Lend me an ear and take heed to these facts.
I’m in a relationship with five of the finest queens a man ever will see.
And without beauties I don’t know where I would be.
They all know each other, so no games are played.
And since they all chose me it’s my destiny instead of myself that’s 
 well laid.
My first involvement is a L.T.R., as in long term relationship.
And I have to admit I don’t think it will ever be over with.
There’s this lady who goes by many names.
The hoodrats, gold diggers, & unloyal hitters are who she shames.
I call her Love because when we met that’s what she said her name was.
And I could go on & on for a lifetime telling you what this lady does.
I appreciate her, she’s my heart, to know her is to know God.
She’s always around me and some men find that hard.
My baby Love grew up with me, and I’m no stranger to her ways.
Her care, support, kisses, and caresses always brightens up the 

gloomiest of days.
This lady Love and I have a common law marriage.
And yes she coexists with the other four, she told me she could spare it.
See this other beauty who I’ll acknowledge as the second
Keeps people in awe and you probably know her I reckon.
Naw not that woman you saw me with named Ruth.
The one Marcus, Drew, and Maizk ‘em be talking
About named Truth. As in Soujourner Truth.
Yeah Truth is still as fine as the first day she smacked me across 
 the head.
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And although people spend money to clothe her and some attempt 
 to kill her dead.
She’s a strong, independent lady, like a book well read, make no 
 mistake about it.
She’ll let you run your game, flask your wad of money, flex your 

authority —then shut you down in a minute.
And ever since she & I have been together I’ve always known her to 
 be intelligent, enduring, and in it to win it.
Then there’s one of the best ladies you’d ever want to be around.
The third beauty I was blessed to have found.
My fault, her name is Peace, and yes, I know it sounds like an alias.
But she’s all good. Before we hooked up I used to be one of the 
 double oo’s most craziest.
As a mater of fact I look forward to her every visit.
She’s my everything and feels marvelous to hold, plus her touch 
 is exquisite.
But hold up, slow your roll.
Don’t jump to conclusions before the explanation of how I manage 
 five relationships at once has been told.
Because there’s a lady who is definitely a part of me I hope you 
 learn about.
And don’t be surprised if while I’m speaking or thinking of her her, 
 she starts to shout.
She’s loud like that and my most valued treasure.
Her name is Freedom. And for me to get her to come to me, and we 
 all have a chat, would be my pleasure.
Then last but not least, the last lady named Justice is known for 
 raising a few eyebrows.
At times people think I’m lying when I say we kick it, ‘cuz I always 
 say she stays by my cousin house.
But since this is between just us, I can say she always shows up at the 

strangest time, with some unexpected clothes on.
And my baby Justice ain’t no punk, if you know where I’m 
 coming from.
Some people shy away from her, some think she’s two faced, and 
 even you may not be a fan.
But she’s special to me, I know she’s fair & I understand.
Justice and I have been in an ongoing relationship now for years.
And I can’t wait until she joins in a menage a trois with my sweetheart 

Freedom, so that she can kiss away my tears.
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I’m not the first person and nor will I be the last, who can openly admit 
to being in multiple relationships at once.

But please don’t misconstrue me with the selfish, not so bright brotha 
who fronts.

Personally, I can’t have one of them without still having the other.
And you might know them by a different name — but you’ve met all 

my ladies at one time or another.
Certainly some will give their last to Theresa, Coretta, and Khadija. 
 All’s well with that but peep this. 
I have the queen of queens in Love, Truth, Peace, Freedom, and Justice.
   So go ahead and play on player.
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Why I Matter 
by Seneca U.S.

 African Roots
My ancestors survivors of a Black Holocaust
Built this country on the lashes on their back
Promised 40 acres and a mule
 Never got it, yet they still thrive
 My potential is great
 Just ask Obama
 I pump the blood that shows the origin of men
 From Jim Crow, to the Civil Rights, to the War on Drugs
 To that white lady crashing into the black house
 Still I matter
 Martin had a Dream
 Malcolm had the Fight
 And I still breathe
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Forget What You Heard and Catch What I’m Saying 
by Willie 

In our lifetimes we’ve met some real live go getters. And Mother-
fuckers that were Hood Legends; before their time. So grab yourself 
a blunt or whatever your choice of enlightenment may be. And allow 
me to take you back in time: When whiskey was whiskey and wine 
was wine. Wasn’t none of that gunslinging until later on. We come up 
boxing and checking nigger’s chin; making a fool’s knee buckle and 
bend; and a stone cold coward got low and into the wind. We were 
Young Bucks trying to act and carry ourselves like grown ass men. 
Damn how we couldn’t see what “Fate” had in store for us. 

This isn’t A Bronx Tale, but some real live true ghetto shit. Niggers 
like Smallwood; Lopez; Scotty Dog; Willie Taylor; Weasel Brown; Little 
Sonny; Benje Jones; Floyd Patterson; Big Ness; Chucky Green; Scooter 
and Cotton and The Spookster too just to name a few. You see what’s so 
strange about all of this. The names above save but a few are no longer 
with us. Trust and believe those that have travelled to that place beyond 
the elements of time, wasn’t nothing natural about how they check out. 
Some by the gun some by the knife. How you live is surely how you die. 
And that’s no lie. And one of the Hard Rocks out of my hood would be 
my homie Smallwood. 

Wood loved to fight. A demon with his hands. He could and would 
knock niggers out with either hand. That was always his plan. When 
he came around niggers would run and scatter like hoes. Calling cats 
out was his thing. And back then we didn’t need a boxing ring; it was 
wherever we chose to let the bell sound off. Smallwood I knew from 
around 7 years old until he was killed in Stateville in 1986. His celly 
stab him in his sleep. I was free in the world, handling things. Macking 
those big booty sisters when his sister call me that dreadful day said I 
needed to come through she had something to tell me that was too cold 
to say over the phone. I had just recently turned 29 years old. 
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You see I can say I am truly Blessed to be writing this poem. About 
Hard Rocks. (Forget What You Heard and Catch What I Am Telling You) 
Back in 1982 around the holidays I got into it with my crew. I had a real 
fuck up attitude with that Tef-lon Don character long before it was 
spoken or he got that handle. Causing trouble was my drink of choice, 
pretty decent with my hands and good with knives and pistols too. 

Let’s get back on track. I went looking for trouble and trouble found 
me. 30 holes in my back with a ice pick. You would think I would sit 
my ass down; after that kind of life threatening shit. Never thought my 
homie’s sister would hit me with that fatal blow. Another one of my 
comrades didn’t make it through destiny’s door. What I do know is this; 
when we was Shoatys in the Hood we wanted that Ghetto Rep. And if 
you’ve truly lived that life of lifes then you know. You can honestly say 
fuck Hard Rock because you’ve really lived and experience that in your 
life. The Question is, are you still sane and standing? 
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You Don’t Know My Pain 
Cedric X Cal

You don’t know my pain. 
A pain that can’t be expressed by words. 
A pain that lies deep within my soul. 
You see me smiling and laughing
But ain’t a damn thing funny.
You see me being cordial
But you don’t see my pain. 
The pain of loss.
The pain of abandonment.
The pain of being friendless.
The pain of injustice, the pain of betrayal.
The pain of being spoken evil of, mocked and ridiculed.
The pain of not being loved, not being admired.
The pain of apathy toward oneself.
The pain of shame.
You don’t know my pain.
You see me doing drugs, drinking alcohol, disfiguring my body 
 with piercings and tattoos. 
The pain of disappointment.
Settling for less when you know you can do better.
But you just don’t want to ruffle your enemy’s feathers.
The pain of fear.
The pain of disrespect.
Your woman being the tart of
Your oppressors. 
The pain of being ruled by your children
When you’re the Father of civilization. 
The pain of confinement.
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Not able to manifest your 
innermost thoughts, desires, and goals.
The pain of being despised and rejected
by the whole world.
The pain of being a Black Man
in a white man’s world.
You don’t know my pain.
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Unbelievable, Unless You Believe 
by A. M. Spaulding

THIS DUDE INCREDIBLE!
THIS CAT IS IMPECCABLE!
INFALLIBLE!
“OVER”-SUPER CALIFRAGISLISTIC-OMNI-EXTRA-
JUMP THE MOON ELECTRIC-FANTASTIC-SPECTACULAR!
WATER WALKER.
SLICK TALKER.

I PERSONALLY SAW HIM SLIDE
UP ON THE BADDEST DEMON,
HAD HIM BEGGING
AND PLEADING AND SCREAMING
LIKE TEN SISSIES IN BOYZ TOWN
DRESSED LIKE BROKE ECK
CIRCUS CLOWNS
HANGING WITH TWO DOWN ASS THUGS
WHO SELL POUNDS AND POUND PUNKS
GET DRUNK
UP, OFF, HARD, SOFT, TOSSED
AND TURNED OUT.

HE SIT WITH WEIRDOS,
ALWAYS DOING MIR-A-CLES.
FEEDS THE POOR,
HEALS THE SICK,
MAKES THE BLIND SEE,
RAISE THE DEAD,
SET THE PEOPLE FREE.
HE’S UNBELIEVABLE, UNLESS YOU BELIEVE!

SO BELIEVE.
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Whezye Izeye Mizzatter 
by Henry T. Lovett

I’ve impregnated history, culture is individual.
Grew my dreads with Jesus, I’m the original
O.G. who sparred with Shaka, prayed with Martin,
Loaded pistols with Malcolm for Europe’s charlatan.
Drew up maps with Marcus, rockin’ my dreads like Jesus.
Performed wudu with dust beside Muhammed.
Went to the streets to pick up my pieces.
I’ve eaten the dictionaries of Timbuktu.
My shat...is Great Britain’s Almanac.
I can love you or kill you.
I’m a rider riding ‘til my motor stops.
Called extremist, but it’s more like unorthodox.
The struggle, the cause, victory no concealer.
You want to bow to Men on Walk with God nigga???
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Requiem (A Solemn Mass for the Dead)  
by Devon Kenon

I’ve heard the stories
I’ve seen the pictures, 
of those monoliths
that were erected
out of the ashes
of the Great Depression
hanging like wind chimes in the sky.

Amongst the Goliaths
there were Davids.
Emerald blankets of grass,
sparrow’s concert from the perennials,
swings, jungle gyms and seesaws.
I wasn’t born then
but I imagine a time
better than the one I experienced.

I imagined a haven,
the aroma of fried chicken or fish
or deep soul food,
escapes the kitchen
filling the corridor;
Ella, Duke,
Muddy, Billie, 
for all to hear.
The halls giggling,
little fist filled with
dimes, nickels, and pennies
jonesing their way
to the apartment candy store.
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Detergent soaked laundry
on a clothes line
no need for a dryer.
A cool breeze lakeside
opposite, Dan Ryan races
in his speedy motor vehicle
leaving a draft behind.

I imagined a fabric
of family units
woven stitched and hemmed.
Speaking of a time…
before the seams unraveled 
before the cardio workout
due to inoperable freights. 
Before blacked out stairwells
where menace lurks.

Before the invasion
of roaches and rodents,
before the stench of
incinerated decay;
the air born toxic event
that plagued the demographic.

Ball teams, singing groups, and dance crews
infused with riff raff
fractured and broke,
fractions produced factions,
cliques clicked
we called them organizations.

Before plywood checkered the window
and soot stained that brick.
Before vugar spray paint sayings
stained that brick.
Before bullets missed
chipped and put holes in that brick,
bullets hit
blood stained bricks.
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If cinder blocks could sing
they’d weep, wail, and (SCREAM)
If cinder blocks could talk
you’d stop your ears and beg,
please, don’t share those tales.
I don’t want to hear about
the walking dead consuming the late hour
the cocaine rockin.
heroin skin poppin addiction
the overdose affliction,
the police harassments, incarcerations
the female anatomy exploitation
rape, child molestation,
teenage mothers, absentee fathers
WIC, food stamps, the deprivation
the backstabbin double-crossin rattle snakin
the brutality
the I don’t want to survive suicide
the homicide
dysfunction is genocide
forced to maladapt to the abnormal
I don’t want to hear that.

I’m talking about, before that.
It wasn’t a house
with a chimney and picket fence
but daddy’s overtime hours
made you believe Santa was real.
And momma poured her heart
into everything she did.
It was home.

Now look around, 
where’re the remnants.
Townhomes, big business,
and a new shade of residents
declare this locale prime real estate.
cause due north is the Magnificent Mile,
Sox Park is in the heart,
and they moved most of us
out south, far south, the south suburbs, or down south.
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Generations from now
no one will know those monuments existed.
Research the landscape
and someone will ask, “Who are they?”
The answer will be…
That’s Stateway Gardens.
“And who are they?”
That’s Robert Taylor, the Dearborns,
Harold Ickes, Ida B. Wells, Clarence Darrow.
That’s Bronzeville, the Low End.

“And who are they?”
That’s Jane Addams, Henry Horner
Cabrini Green, Rockwell Gardens.
That’s the Chicago Housing Authority
Their offspring and foster children
That’s the Projects.
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